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Have slot machines lost their
grip on the North American
gambler?

Slot Revenue Will Fall Due to Less Demand, So 

It's Time For Racing to Take Back the Skill

Game Gambling Market
   Back in 2009 I was presenting on a panel at the
Canadian Gaming Summit. Along with me on the panel was
Mark Davies, one of the original founders of British betting
giant Betfair, and a friend who is a professional gambler.

After the panel concluded
(which tackled the topic of
new ways to bet and the
future of wagering), the
three of us sat down for a
chat. 
   "I think the slot machine
days are numbered," said
the professional gambler. 
   Mark and I were taken
aback at first because the
bandits were churning
revenue everywhere, and
with an over-55 market
that was growing and
getting richer, it seemed
unlikely. When you added

the fact that young people were also frequenting racinos
and casinos, it just didn't feel right. However, as we all
talked more, it made some sense. People, one day, as they
usually do, get tired of losing.      Casinos were offering
tons of entertainment, and there was less of a reason to sit
behind a machine all day, and the millennials, well they
were different; Mark's company - millennials were one of
his big demographics at Betfair - was proof of that.  We all
went on our merry way, thinking it was plausible, but none
of us were running out to short the slot machine stocks. 
   Fast forwarding a year, I began consulting for a video
game business, plying its trade on the web. A customer
would be landed when they downloaded a free game - in
this case a "first person shooter" strategy game. Then over
time, a percentage of those customers would pay for

credits, to buy equipment or play other players. That was
how the business owner made money. When I was told the
cost per acquisition for a new customer for this business, I
almost fell out of my chair; it was alarmingly high. It was that
high (a high CPA means large lifetime value revenue from
that one customer) because people loading and reloading
their payments to play the game were doing so with
incredible frequency, in big numbers.  The vast majority of
the users were under 30 years old. 
   As time went on I wondered if we'd ever see a crack in
that slots revenue as predicted by my associate in 2009.
With young people seemingly playing these new skill
games, it seemed so, but the older demographics appeared
to be happily playing the machines like they always did. Slot
business was good. Perhaps, until the last year. 
Earlier this week, the Washington Post  reported that across
the US, casinos are moving floor space away from slot
machines. 
   "The dominance of slots has waned even in the gambling
stronghold of Nevada, where the number of machines has
dropped from a high of 217,000 in 2001 to 175,000 last
year. And slot earnings have fallen there as well."
   In Nevada a new bill was passed just last week in
response to this shift. It allows for the creation of interactive
slot machines.
   "These are games that would presumably be more
appealing to millennials who don't seem interested in the
passive - and mostly solitary - experience of playing
traditional slot machines. Casinos and machine
manufacturers are now free to pursue slot games that would
mirror video games and introduce some level of skill rather
than pure chance into the slot experience," reported the
Post.
   The key word there is “skill.”
   "Players can compete against both the house and other
players. Meyerhofer believes that Nevada's decision to
allow skill-based gaming will have a ripple effect. "Everyone
is seeing the same issue...the [current] products are not
interactive," he said. "They don't capture your imagination."
This is not only a response to a decrease in slot demand,
but to something much bigger. That small "first person
shooter" game in 2010 I spoke of has grown into something
much, much bigger. 
The Kate Upton commercials for Game of War are on
seemingly every half hour, and Clash of Clans populates on
television screens everywhere, too.  Both of these games
had high profile Super Bowl ads this past year and I am
sure you've seen them. These games can afford such
high-priced ads is because they are bringing in money hand
over fist, and growing like a bad weed. Just last week on
Android News, it was announced that Clash of Clans
revenues were over $5 million per day, or $2 billion per year
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in 2014, which was up from a paltry $101 million per year in
2012. Game of War is now estimated to do over $1.5
million per day.  These are only two skill-type games of
hundreds offered for iOs. 
The average age of those users? Well, let's just say they
weren't born before the hula hoop was hot.  
This is the casino industry putting the horse before the cart. 
It's a response to the future. 
More compelling perhaps, when you add Draft Kings and
FanDuel to the mounting skill game list - the daily fantasy
sites which did over $1 billion in entry fees last year, with
an average customer age of 34  - this market can only get
bigger.  And the potential revenues for slot money - which
funds upwards of 35% of the purse revenue in North
American racing - can only grow smaller. 
What can racing do to prepare for (what looks like) an
eventuality like this? With casinos preparing for monetary
shifts, one might think it vital. Frankly, I don't think there's a
lot that needs to be done to prepare, other than taking a
leap of faith. 
   The racing braintrust and its various fiefdoms do not need
to create a skill game market to compete with skill-based
gambling games because racing already is a skill-based
gambling game. Unfortunately, as the sport is currently
presented to gambling customers, it's a skill-based game
that needs work. 
   Currently racing seems to want to slot machine or lottery
the skill-based gambling game it is. What new bets are
created? Lottery bets that are almost impossible to win at
day to day, and then promoting a jackpot, like a
progressive slot machine. Lottery bets are fine, in small
numbers, but, in my view, this is exactly the opposite big
picture strategy that's needed to move forward. Where the
tote board could provide value -win, place and show and
exactas - takeout is going up, in short-sighted fashion,
when it should be going down. Betting exchanges - and
other unique ways to gamble on the sport - have been
stalled. Data rich systems are not developed and fostered
as they should be to attract more skill game millennials
(and non-millenials for that matter), giving them the
environment they crave.  Horse racing marketing is
conflicted, still wondering if it should promote horse racing
as a sport, a conduit to sell livestock, or a betting game. 
The product and business needs a simple refresh and new
initiatives need to be explored. But in my opinion, the glass
is half full, not half empty. Racing is, and always will be, a
skill game. It could just be a much better one. 
Last week it was announced that slot machine revenue for
Ohio racetracks outhandled land based casinos in the state
for the second consecutive month. That's great news for
racing, and for purses. Slots are clearly not going to die
tomorrow, or next month or next year. However, the world
is changing. While the stove is hot and the slot money is
still here, it's high time for racing - in Ohio and elsewhere -
to take back the skill game market.  I believe unlike slot
machines, that market has a strong future.  
share story

Sam Stathis Has Big Plans For South Florida

Trotting Center
   Owner, trainer and entrepreneur Sam Stathis has
purchased the South Florida Training Center in Lake Worth,
Florida from Eric Cherry. Stathis said he paid "more than
$10 million" for the property. He added that he plans to
rename the facility and will do so through a contest to be
held this summer.
   Stathis told HRU that had he not stepped in it was likely
that the training center would have been closed and the
property turned into a cemetery.
   "Our plans are to turn this facility into a real showplace

with modern technology,
eco-system friendly and
also to expand the facility
so that other breeds of
horses will be able to train
at the farm. While this
facility has been
predominately a premier
trotting facility, we will now
be attracting all equestrian
disciplines including Hunter,
Jumpers and even Polo."
   Stathis added: "We will be

building new barns, we will be renovating, we will be putting
quite a bit of money into landscaping.  We want this to be
an all around equestrian center."
   As far as harness racing goes, Stathis hopes to create a
world-class facility with bells and whistles that cannot be
found any place else.
   Stathis is the founder of the World Chariot Racing
Federation and the inventor of a bike that is part sulky, part
chariot. According to his website: "The World Chariot
Racing Federation (WCRF) is a newly established
organization dedicated to revitalizing and rebranding the
harness racing industry with the application of new
technologies, new sponsorship opportunities and new
crowd-funding participation models."
   Stathis hopes that trainers based at his training center will
give his "chariots" a try and discover the many innovative
ways they can help someone train a horse. Among other
things, Stathis' "chariots" carry heart monitors to measure
the heart rates of the horses and can be adjusted to add or
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lessen resistance when it comes to the force the horse is
pulling. He has also built a two-seated "chariot" which will
allow an owner to go along for the ride while a horse is
training.
   "As owners, we spend $50,000, $100,000 buying a horse
and never sit behind them," Stathis said. "I've created a two
seat version where you can sit by side or in tandem with a
professional driver. You can sit shotgun, while learning or
just enjoying the ride. I want to take things to the next
level."  

Wind Of The North Draws Post Six For Olso

Grand Prix
   After failing to make the finals of the Elitlopp, the U.S.
based Wind Of the North will try again Sunday against
international competition as he’ll face nine others in the
Oslo Grand Prix in Oslo, Norway. Trainer Daryl Bier will
handle the driving duties after Dave Palone drove the son
of Cantab Hall in the Elitlopp. The race is contested at a
mile-and-five-sixteenths. Wind Of The North drew post six. 

Cleveland Plain Dealer Covers Cav’s J.R.

Smith’s Links to Harness Racing
    Earl Smith has two things to worry about this week,
whether or not the Cleveland Cavaliers will win the NBA
championship and who will win the battle of Lake Erie at
Northfield Park. Smith is the father of the Cavaliers’ J.R.
Smith and also a prominent standardbred owner. His love
of both sports was featured in an article earlier this week in
the Cleveland Plain Dealer Read it here. 

Boston Globe Questions Why Slot Money is

Going to Racing
   The influential Boston Globe ran an article earlier this
week raising questions about why slot revenues are going
to harness and standardbred racing. “The first slot machine
has yet to be played in Massachusetts, but already a huge
amount of casino money is sloshing around in a special
fund set up by the Legislature to prop up a sport that has all
but disappeared in the state: horse racing,” wrote the
author, Sean P. Murphy. To read the story click here 

Gural Wins With Thoroughbred First-Timer at

Belmont
   Jeff Gural found his way to the winner’s circle earlier this

week, but not at a harness
track. The owner of the
Meadowlands had success
on the other side of the
Hudson River as a
thoroughbred he owns
named Blue Beryl won at
first asking in Thursday’s
ninth race at Belmont Park.
The New York bred filly by
Bernstein lit up the

toteboard, paying $48.40.
   For a Gural, it was a long wait to get the horse to the
races, something that is all too typical with thoroughbreds.
Gural bought the horse as a yearling in 2012 and the filly
did not make it to the races until Thursday, as a 4-year-old. 
   The trainer is Bobby Ribaudo.    

Free Program Available for Yonkers Big Pick 5

Carryover
   BY FRANK DRUCKER, Publicity Director, Empire City @
Yonkers Raceway
   YONKERS, NY--Your homework assignment is here. 
   As previously mentioned, Yonkers Raceway returns from
hiatus Saturday night (June 13), doing so with a  $60,000
guaranteed Pick 5 pool (including a $25,569.51 carryover). 
  Well, the Saturday program has been finalized, and the
intriguing sequence—which begins with a 1¼-mile trot and
a 1 1/16 mile pace, both with 10 scheduled starters—is now
up for early handicapping and included with this release.    
   If Saturday’s gimmick goes unclaimed, Monday’s (June

15) Pick 5 guaranteed pool would
be $100,000. If the current
carryover remains in effect until
Tuesday (June 16), the guarantee
would swell to $125,000.
   (Note that if the Pick 5 is hit

Saturday, Monday’s guaranteed pool reverts to the usual
$10,000).  
   The Pick 5 is a 50-cent base wager comprised of races 7
through 11 every racing program. It has no consolation
payoff, meaning if no one selects all five winners (as was
the case the last two programs), the entire pool (minus
takeout) moves to the next racing program.
   After Saturday’s card, the Raceway’s
five-program-per-week live schedule returns Monday night,
June 15.  First post every
Monday/Thursday/Friday/Saturday is at 7:10 PM, with
Tuesday matinees at 1 PM. 
   To access the program for the Pick 5 races click here    
 
The Pepsi North America Cup is up Next on

Sirius XM’s “Saturday Night at the Races” Series
(press release)
   The June 20 Pepsi North American Cup will be the next
featured race on Sirius XM satellite radio’s “Saturday Night

at the Races” series. Saturday
Night at the Races will consist of
nine broadcasts this year, covering
many of the top harness racing
events in North America.   
   The $1 million Pepsi North
America Cup is considered one of
the premier events in the sport and
is expected to bring together a

stellar field of 3-year-old pacers, including Artspeak, Wiggle
It Jiggleit and In The Arsenal.
   This year’s Saturday Night at the Races Series began
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with the May 30 Art Rooney Final at Yonkers. In a new
twist this year, the series will also include a Friday night
broadcast, the Aug. 14 Dan Patch from Hoosier Park.   
   The broadcasts can be heard on Sirius Ch. 92 and XM
Channel 92. The broadcasts that air on Saturday nights will
air from 9:30 pm to 11 pm (eastern time). Mike Curci, Dave
Johnson and Bill Finley will share the duties as the on-air
host and Peter Kleinhans will be the analyst.   
   Saturday Night at the Races was made possible through
the generosity of its sponsors: The United States Trotting
Association, the Hambletonian Society, Yonkers Raceway,
The Meadowlands, Vernon Downs, Tioga Downs, Hoosier
Park and the Indiana Standardbred Association.   
   Below is the remaining schedule for 2015:         
Date              Primary Races(s)
6-20               North America Cup 
7-11              Graduate Final, Med. Pace Elims 
7-18             Meadowlands Pace
7-25              NJ Classic, Miss New Jersey          
8-8                Hambletonian  
8-14               Dan Patch  
8-29             Lady Maud, Hudson Filly, Yonkers Trot Elims
10-24         Breeders Crown   

Friday at Northfield Park
11th Race. $175,000, Pace. The Battle of Lake Erie
Post Horse Sire Trainer/Driver
1 Clear Vision Western Hanover Burke/Page
2 Cammikey Somebeachs’where W Zendt/B Zendt
3 Luck Be Withyou Western Ideal Oakes/Wrenn
4 Duc Dorleans Shangai Phil DuPont/Dube
5 Foiled Again Dragon Again Burke/Kakaley
6 Big Boy Dreams If I Can Dream Allard/Merriman
7 State Treasurer Real Desire Moore/D Miller
8 Night Pro Pro Bono Best Decker/Grismore
For TrackMaster pps for the Battle of Lake Erie click here.
For all other pps go to www.trackmaster.com 
 
Will Foiled Again Bounce Back at Northfield?

   His horse is 11-years-old and 0
for 4 on the year, but trainer Ron
Burke says worry not about his
amazing veteran Foiled Again. 
Burke has said that Foiled Again
was off his game because he had
an entrapped epiglottis and that the
problem was fixed through minor
surgery.
   "(The surgery) went very well,"
Burke said. "Everything has been
positive since then; we've had no
issues. It's all good."
   So will Foiled Again once again

out-battle Father Time and prove he's still got what it takes
to beat top level free-for-all pacers? That question may be
answered tonight at Northfield Park where Foiled Again will
meet seven others in the $175,000 Battle of Lake Erie.
   This will be Foiled Again's sixth appearance in the race
since 2009. He won the Battle of Lake Erie in 2009 and
2011.
   He has not had a pari-mutuel start since finishing fifth in a
April 25 overnight race at Pocono. 
   With a good performance tonight he will quiet those who
believe he is finally over the hill. On the other hand, another
lackluster effort may be the strongest sign yet that time has
caught up with him. He's qualified twice since his last race,
both times in 1:51.
      "He seems like himself," Burke said. "Everybody was on
the retirement bandwagon again, but we're not retiring him
because he had a bad month. He seems happy and
everything seems good. He's ready. 
   "Those qualifiers, you'll see that all those horses last week
will come back sharper than you think," Burke said. "That
was not a perfect track and there was a good headwind.
Anyone that got home good that day, I think you mark an
extra plus next to them."
   Foiled Again drew post five and Matt Kakaley will drive.
Regular driver Yannick Gingras will be at Mohawk to
compete in a number of stakes elims.
   Though drawing the seven post, State Treasurer may be
the favorite as he's coming off two straight wins, including
one last out in the Molson.  

Brett Sturman’s Battle of Lake Erie Analysis
   Ron Burke's aged standouts of FOILED AGAIN and
CLEAR VISION have won this race a combined three times
over the last six years yet remarkably enter this year’s
edition with a combined 0 for 14 record on the season. 
Defending champion CLEAR VISION is greatly aided by
landing the rail and could be in better form than one would
think based on those recent lines.  There's no question
driver Page will want to control it from the inside and he'll be
gunning early to protect position.  FOILED AGAIN makes
his first start in five weeks and a win will push him over the
$7 million mark in lifetime earnings.  He wasn't his usual self
earlier in the Levy series and even despite that recent
blowout qualifier at the Meadowlands may need a little bit of
luck to get the top spot in here.  STATE TREASURER is
probably the best horse in here right now but post 7 really is
a tremendous handicap on this track against this group.  He
recently defeated All Bets Off in ultra game fashion at
Western Fair in about as fast as a race can go there. 
Crown champion from a couple years ago, LUCK BE
WITHYOU tends to do good work at times on these smaller
tracks and Ronnie Wrenn will fit him well in here.  Prior to
running into that 1:48 mile last out by Rockeyed Optimist,
this one had won three in a row including a 1:49 upset score
at Woodbine; I'd like a price though if I were to take a shot. 
BIG BOY DREAMS goes for Allard seems a bit outclassed
on paper but the 4-year-old has been consistently decent
his entire career for both the current conditioner and
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previously for Burke; you could make an outside case here. 
1-3-5-6

Friday at Mohawk
2nd Race. $30,000, Trot. Goodtimes Elimination
Post Horse Sire Trainer/Driver
1 Iron Cantab Hall Antonacci/Tetrick
2 Rubber Duck Muscle Mass Walker/Filion
3 Olympic Son Majestic Son Reid/Henry
4 Hemi Seelster Holiday Road Bax/Byron
5 Canepa Hanover Muscle Hill Takter/Gingras
6 Muscle Up The Goal Muscle Mass Fellows/Condren

3rd Race. $35,000, Trot. Armbro Flight Elimination
Post Horse Sire Trainer/Driver
1 Handover Belle Andover Hall Burke/Gingras
2 Bee A Magician Kadabra Norman/Sears
3 Harley Momma SJ’s Caviar Moreau/Filion
4 Allie Labrook Here Comes Herbie Maxwell/Shetler
5 Chivaree Hanover Muscle Hill G McNair/D McNair
6 White Becomes Her Angus Hall B Baillargeon/ Baillargeon
7 Classic Martine Classic Photo Oakes/Tetrick
8 Dancehall Mistress Angus Hall Allard/Waples

7th Race. $35,000, Trot. Armbro Flight Elimination
Post Horse Sire Trainer/Driver
1 Riveting Rosie Muscle Mass Bax/Macdonell
2 D’Orsay Yankee Glide Czernyson/Condren
3 Shake It Cerry Donato Hanover Takter/Gingras
4 Bouncing Bax Credit Winner Moreau/Filion
5 Bax Of Life Windsong’s Legacy Duford/Christoforou
6 Rockin With Dewey Deweycheat’howe B Baillargeon/M Baillargeon
7 China Pearls Kadabra Hie/Waples
8 Charmed Life Majestic Son Menary/Jamieson
9 Frau Blucher Broadway Hall Oakes/Tetrick

9th Race. $30,000, Trot. Goodtimes Elimination
Post Horse Sire Trainer/Driver
1 Win The Day Deweycheat’howe Reid/Tetrick
2 French Laundry Muscles Yankee Takter/Gingras
3 The Bank Donato Hanover Takter/Takter
4 Covert Operative Deweycheat’howe P Henriksen/Waples
5 Caulfield Kadabra Beaver/Henry
6 Infiniti As Infinitif Lorentzon/R Zeron
7 Jayport All Muscle Muscle Mass D Henriksen/J MacDonald

For TrackMaster pps for the Mohawk elims click here. For
all other pps go to www.trackmaster.com 

Brett Sturman’s Mohawk Stakes Analysis
Race 2, Goodtimes Elimination
CANEPA HANOVER looks to lay over the field in the first of
two eliminations for the Goodtimes and don't expect there
to be much action in here as every horse but one will return
for next week’s final.  NJSS champion CANEPA
HANOVER benefitted in his sire stakes final when Guess
Whos Back broke, but that 1:51:1 mile was so big that it
might not have even mattered; coasts tonight.  HEMI

SEELSTER goes for a barn that's always to be respected
up here with these younger trotters and has finished or
been placed second in all four of his starts this year. 
Holiday Road gelding has speed and may secure an early
position right in behind the big favorite.  IRON easily set a
lifetime mark last out at the Meadowlands in his season
debut and if not for #5 he might have been able to win right
back; progressing in the right direction for Antonacci. 
MUSCLE UP THE GOAL makes his third start back and
jogged last week.
 
Race 3, Armbro Flight Elimination
CLASSIC MARTINE has been hit or miss in her four starts
this year and gets regular pilot Tetrick back for the first time
since her race to kick off the season.  This one humbled
Shake It Cerry at Pocono three back and owns a good
history here.  ALLIE LABROOK goes to the barn of Bradley
Maxwell and rates an upset chance; top mare from Indiana
may be able to go with these.  BEE A MAGICIAN is another
one who is no stranger to these parts and enters on the
heels of a game win at Scioto.  She couldn't go with Father
Patrick two back in the Maxie Lee but those prior
Meadowlands miles in the Cutler were big; the deserving
favorite.  DANCEHALL MISTRESS lands the outside post
but is hard to dismiss entirely due to the Allard factor;
HANDOVER BELLE surprised against these types on an
occasion or two last year.
 
Race 7, Armbro Flight Elimination
After a suspect couple starts to begin the year, SHAKE IT
CERRY has gotten things turned around big time with wins
at Tioga and then at the Meadowlands.  She bested Gural
Hanover last out in a near lifetime best and that rival came
into that race looking like a monster; gets a big driver
change tonight to Gingras as well.  ROCKIN WITH DEWEY
took similar foes right down the road last week en route to a
1:52 score and the 5-year-old Deweycheatumnhowe mare
has never been better; can do it either on or off the pace. 
CHARMED LIFE has yet to miss the board this year in six
starts although she hasn't actually won in any of her last
four.  She's had some tough trips along the way and can
reach tonight with the right set up.  FRAU BLUCHER
prepped for this with a fast mile over the Pocono surface but
lands the outside post; has loads of speed if Tetrick wants
to use it.  Former champ CHINA PEARLS will need this
race for sure but could be one to watch for next week; those
recent qualifiers were good.  Czernyson is still trying to
figure out D’ORSAY who put in a great race two back as a
longshot but then regressed again last out.
 
Race 9, Goodtimes Elimination
INFINITI AS couldn't have looked any better last week for
trotting specialist Lorentzon when he crushed ONSS foes in
his first start back since last year’s Breeders Crown
elimination.  I don't think there's anyone in here that
particularly scares him and the price here should be square. 
FRENCH LAUNDRY did all he could last week to finish
second in a monster mile by the winner; the lone colt in here
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by Muscles Yankee has been awfully consistent in his
career against the best in his division.  THE BANK is
another contender from the Takter barn and Takter will
drive this one himself after making a break last week with
Gingras, who ends up on #2.  COVERT OPERATIVE is the
best of the rest.

Monday’s Results     
1, MR, $29,850, P, NEW YORK SIRE STAKES THREE
YEAR OLD COLTS AND GELDINGS (STARTING FEE
$610), 28.3, 57.2, 1:27.0, 1:54.2, FT
1-Americanprimetime (c, 3, American Ideal--Prime
Xample A, by By Xample) O-Rock And Roll Stable Inc.
B-Rock And Roll Stable Inc. T-Rick Dane Jr. D-Jason
Bartlett, $14,925, Lifetime Record: 14-4-2-1, $96,560
2-A Bettor Hat (g, 3, Bettor's Delight--Hatsaway, by
Western Hanover) O-David H Mc Duffee. B-David H Mc
Duffee. T-Gilbert Garcia-Herrera. D-Jim Morrill Jr, $7,462
3-Cartoon Daddy (c, 3, Art Major--Ask Alice, by The
Panderosa), $60,000 2013 SHS-HBG O-Burke Racing
Stable LLC & Joseph Di Scala Jr & Cynthia Lynn Massari.
B-Robert L Newman. T-Ron Burke. D-Matt Kakaley, $3,582
Calls: 8H, 3Q, Q, Q, NK
Finish Order: Bet You, Maurice, Major War

5, MR, $29,850, P, NEW YORK SIRE STAKES THREE
YEAR OLD COLTS AND GELDINGS (STARTING FEE
$610), 28.4, 58.0, 1:27.0, 1:54.3, FT
1-J Eagle Feather (c, 3, Bettor's Delight--Town Feather,
by Big Towner), $100,000 2013 LEX-SEL O-Kj Stables
LLC. B-Ginger M Reynolds. T-Linda Toscano. D-Jim Morrill
Jr, $14,925, Lifetime Record: 5-2-2-0, $41,509

2-Soto (c, 3, Rock N Roll Heaven--Incredible Beauty, by Art
Major), $130,000 2013 LEX-SEL O-Christina Takter & John
D Fielding, CA & R A W Equine Inc, CA & Jim H Fielding,
CA. B-Blue Chip Bloodstock Inc. T-Jimmy Takter. D-Brett
Miller, $7,462
3-Lone Survivor (c, 3, Art Major--Wenditions, by Rocknroll
Hanover), $14,000 2013 LEX-SEL O-Shannon C & Nicholas
J Depinto & Howard A Taylor & Kovach Stables LLC.
B-Perretti Racing Stb LLC. T-Sam De Pinto. D-Scott Zeron,
$3,582
Calls: 2, 1T, 1T, 1Q, 1
Finish Order: Mr Fantasy, Ultimate G, Yankee Heaven

8, MR, $30,450, P, NEW YORK SIRE STAKES THREE
YEAR OLD COLTS AND GELDINGS (STARTING FEE
$610), 27.3, 57.2, 1:26.1, 1:54.4, FT
1-National Seelster (c, 3, Bettor's Delight--No Strikes
Against, by Western Hanover), $50,000 2013 SHS-HBG
O-Robert A Mondillo & Oompa's Farm Inc. B-Seelster
Farms Inc, CA. T-Chris Ryder. D-Jim Morrill Jr, $15,225,
Lifetime Record: 9-5-1-2, $87,565

2-K-rock (g, 3, Rock N Roll Heaven--Sunduel A, by Fake
Left) O-Eugene Kurzrok. B-Eugene Kurzrok. T-Ron Burke.
D-Matt Kakaley, $7,612
3-King Of Delight (g, 3, Bettor's Delight--Enchanted
Beauty, by Western Ideal), $50,000 2013 LEX-SEL
O-Marvin J Rounick. B-White Birch Farm. T-Richard
Silverman. D-Scott Zeron, $3,654
Calls: 1Q, 1H, H, 2H, HD
Finish Order: Raylan Givens, Southwind Masimo, K Ryan
Bluechip, Berkley

13, MR, $30,450, P, NEW YORK SIRE STAKES THREE
YEAR OLD COLTS AND GELDINGS (STARTING FEE
$610), 28.3, 57.3, 1:26.1, 1:54.1, FT
1-My Spirit Soars (g, 3, Bettor's Delight--Sealed In My
Heart, by Sealed N Delivered), $30,000 2013 SHS-HBG
O-David B Van Wart. B-Creative Racing Stbl Co. T-Tom
Fanning. D-Jim Morrill Jr, $15,225, Lifetime Record:
16-5-2-3, $75,274

2-Artistic Major (c, 3, Art Major--Western Dancer, by
Western Hanover), $30,000 2013 SHS-HBG
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O-David L Van Dusen & Michael J Cimaglio & Steve M
Elliott & Gunjan P Patel. B-Samuel I Stoltzfus. T-Steve
Elliott. D-Scott Zeron, $7,612
3-Freedomformysoul (c, 3, If I Can Dream--Hello Grin, by
Grinfromeartoear), $12,000 2013 LEX-SEL
O-Freedomforoursoul Stable. B-Bulletproof Enterprises.
T-Nancy Johansson. D-Mark Macdonald, $3,654
Calls: 2T, 1T, 1T, 1H, H
Finish Order: Rockntouch, We Think Alike, Masterson,
Coaster 

Tuesday’s Results
10, Mea, $20,000, T, *F&M W/0 $10,000/PREFERRED
HANDICAP* P.P.1-6 DRAWN; 7-8 DRAWN, 27.3, 57.1,
1:26.0, 1:54.3, FT
Cowgirl Hall (m, 6, Cash Hall--Centerfold Hall, by
Garland Lobell), $23,000 2010 SHS-HBG O-Burke Racing
Stable LLC & Weaver Bruscemi LLC & Jack B Piatt III &
Michael H Rosenthal. B-Walnut Hall Limited & Lucky
Shamrock Stable. T-Ron Burke. D-Dave Palone, $10,000,
Lifetime Record: 87-37-12-14, $706,893 

Wednesday’s Results
9, Mea, $20,000, P, *W/0 $10,000 LIFE/PREFERRED
HANDICAP* P.P.1-5 DRAWN; 6-7 DRAWN; 8 ASSIGNED,
27.0, 55.3, 1:23.1, 1:50.3, FT
Seventh Secret (h, 4, Allamerican Native--Secret Song,
by Direct Scooter) O-Ruth A Altmeyer & Eric N Hutchison
& Heather Kay Wilder. B-Ruth A Altmeyer. T-Dan Altmeyer.
D-Mike Wilder, $10,000, Lifetime Record: 28-10-2-6,
$218,134

Monday’s Results
2, Moh. 34,000, Trot. Preferred. 26.2, 54, 1:23, 1:51.4 FT
Cool Guy (g,7 - Oaklea Julian-Dont Be Misled-Eager
Seelster) O-Timothy W Cherwaiko & Trevor A Cherwaiko.
B-Pamela K. MacDonald. T-Timothy Cherwaiko. D-Doug
McNair, $17,000. Lifetime Record: 110-14-13-16, $296,681
 

Sunday’s Results
8, Phl, $25,000, P, NW $27,500 in Last 5 Starts AE: NW 10
Ext. PM Races Lifetime, 26.0, 54.3, 1:21.3, 1:50.1, FT
Dream Out Loud N (g, 8, Bettor's Delight--Nothin
Butadreamer, by In The Pocket) O-Muscara Racing Stable
LLC. B-B D West, NZ. T-Darran Cassar. D-Tim Tetrick,
$12,500, Lifetime Record: 85-19-21-8, $384,397

11, Phl, $22,000, P, NW $20,000 in Last 5 Starts AE: NW 9

Ext. PM Races or $90,000 Lifetime, 27.1, 56.0, 1:23.0,
1:50.4, FT
El Bloombito (h, 4, American Ideal--On The Arm, by
Bettor's Delight), $25,000 2012 SHS-HBG O-Stake Your
Claim Stable & Camelot Stable Inc & Fred Wallace. B-Fair
Winds Farm Inc. T-Linda Toscano. D-Tim Tetrick, $11,000,
Lifetime Record: 28-8-4-6, $154,692

Wednesday’s Results
8, Phl, $22,000, P, Fillies & Mares NW $20,000 in Last 5
Starts AE: NW 9 Ext. PM Races or $90,000 Lifetime, 26.3,
55.2, 1:23.1, 1:52.1, FT
Coffee Addict (m, 5, Dragon Again--Kahlua Queen, by
Art Major), $37,000 2011 SHS-HBG O-James C Clarke Sr
& Andrew J Altobelli. B-Frederick W Hertrich III. T-Bruce
Saunders. D-Corey Callahan, $11,000, Lifetime Record:
88-16-13-19, $361,628

Wednesday’s Results
10, PcD, $22,000, P, Mares NW $26,000 in Last 5 Starts
AE: NW 9 Ext. PM Races or $90,000 Lifetime Optional
Claiming $30,000, 26.1, 55.0, 1:22.3, 1:51.1, FT
Scandalicious (m, 4, American Ideal--The Company
Store, by Ameripan Gigolo), $17,000 2012 LEX-SEL
O-Jfe Enterprise LLC. B-Albert C & Michelle C Crawford.
T-Scott Di Domenico. D-Tyler Buter, $11,000, Lifetime
Record: 42-12-3-6, $205,038

Missed an Edition of the HRU?
Check out our archive at www.harnessracingupdate.com

HRU Race Criteria
The following race results are contained in Harness Racing
Update: North American races with a purse value of $20,000

and over, and American-bred and sired winners of significant
races abroad. Stakes races with a purse value of $60,000 and
over are previewed in HRU. 
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